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ABSTRACT
SimGridMC (also dubbed Mc SimGrid) is a stateful Model Checker
for MPI applications. It is integrated to SimGrid, a framework mostly
dedicated to predicting the performance of distributed applications.
We describe the architecture of McSimGrid, and show how it copes
with the state space explosion problem using Dynamic Partial Order Reduction and State Equality algorithms. As case studies we
show how SimGrid can enforce safety and liveness properties for
MPI applications, as well as global invariants over communication
patterns.
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INTRODUCTION

Writing parallel and distributed programs poses notorious correctness challenges. In addition to intrinsic concurrent programming
di�culties (e.g., possible race conditions), distributed programming
adds some of its own, such as the lack of centralized memory and
the lack of a centralized clock. Modern High Performance Computing (HPC) applications must take on all these di�culties when
attempting to aggregate and fully exploit the computational power
of a set of multi-core nodes. In this context, the classical approach to
ensure correctness is to rely on rigid communication patterns, so as
to avoid complex synchronization scenarios. Unfortunately, these
rigid communication patterns scale poorly. The size of modern compute platforms thus mandates applications with communication
patterns that are irregular and dynamic. However, it then becomes
virtually impossible to ensure correctness of such applications via
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classical testing approaches. There is thus a strong need for new
correctness veri�cation tools that rely on formal methods.
Among existing formal methods, Model Checking is appealing
because it can be fully automated and is therefore usable by users
without any formal methods expertise. It consists in checking that
all possible behaviors of the program satisfy a given property. If the
property does not hold, a counter-example is produced. That helps
the practitioner to understand the reason. Usually, Model Checking
is applied to a system model, often manually devised. In this work,
we propose a practical approach to automatically perform the Model
Checking directly of HPC codes written with the Message Passing
Interface (MPI). This approach makes it possible to discover bugs
that would most likely remain undiscovered using classical testing
methods.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We present McSimGrid, an extension of the SimGrid framework that allows to Model Check regular MPI applications.
It builds upon SimGrid’s ability to observe and steer the
execution of distributed programs, as initially intended for
performance prediction.
• We discuss the techniques we use to mitigate the State Space
Explosion Problem, a well-known issue with Model Checking
due to the use of an exhaustive search. While the veri�cation
of applications at large scale remains for now intractable,
these techniques allow us to �nd bugs in the dynamic and
irregular communication patterns of modern HPC applications thanks to a semantically exhaustive exploration at a
smaller scale.
• Via several use cases we showcase the kind of properties
that can be enforced with McSimGrid on unmodi�ed MPI
applications written in C/C++ or Fortran, namely, safety
properties, liveness properties, and global invariants over
the communication patterns.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basics of McSimGrid and its state space reduction techniques. Section
3 presents use cases. Section 4 presents an experimental evaluation
of our technique. Section 5 compares our work to the state of the
art. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our contribution and highlights
future work directions.

2 MODEL-CHECKING WITH SIMGRID
2.1 Principles
SimGrid is a simulator of distributed platforms that can emulate
existing MPI applications using two virtualization mechanisms.
First, the distributed application is folded into a single image. All
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MPI processes are compiled as threads within a single OS process.
Second, all communication is mediated through the simulator by
a speci�c reimplementation of the MPI standard. This virtualization, detailed below, was initially proposed as a way to leverage
SimGrid’s simulation model so as to predict the performance of
unmodi�ed MPI applications. McSimGrid exploits it to formally
assess the correctness of the application.
When running in Model-Checking mode, SimGrid explores all
the possible execution paths of the application, starting from an
initial application con�guration and for a �xed set of inputs. This
last restriction makes the tool better are adapted to application that
are not data-dependent.
We consider a fully distributed model, in which each process executes sequentially and interacts with others only through message
exchanges. In our model, execution paths are completely determined by the communications. The only indecision points at which
the execution can branch are situations where a given process is
waiting for a message that can come from more than one sender.
For example, if two processes (i.e., MPI ranks) rank1 and rank2 send
a message to process rank0 , which accepts any incoming message,
then McSimGrid will (1) completely explore all scenarios where the
message of rank1 arrives �rst, then (2) rewind the application and
(3) completely explore all scenarios where the message of rank2
arrives before that of rank1 . Similarly, the communication order can
induce indecision points when functions such as MPI_Waitany()
or MPI_Testsome() are used.
McSimGrid is limited to single-threaded applications, even
though modern HPC applications tend to be multi-threaded. The
major technical hurdles to overcome this limitation would be to observe the memory accesses, and accordingly steer the thread scheduling to explore all the possible interleavings of thread actions.
The Divine [19] tool enables such exploration, but does not handle
distributed computations based on message passing. Divine’s and
our approach are thus complementary and could in principle be
combined.

2.2

Implementation Considerations

McSimGrid leverages the SimGrid’ virtualization facilities, that are
fully described in [4]. SimGrid is organized as an operating system,
where the simulated processes run isolated from their environment.
Any interactions (communications, computations which duration
is reported to the simulator or regular synchronization through
mutex or semaphore) can only be done through so-called simcalls 1 .
Historically, this isolation was introduced to enable the execution
of simulated processes, and it proves fundamental to the implementation of McSimGrid on top of the simulator. A transition in the
model checker represents the local execution of a given process
between two simcalls. It is considered to be atomic, and its potential
impact on the environment is limited to the �nal simcall.
Our main focus when reimplementing MPI on top of SimGrid
was on the prediction quality of the application’s performance. We
carefully validated our predicted timings to the one observed with
1 Althrough

processes can also interact through mutexes and semaphores in SimGrid, this is not yet handled by McSimGrid that is thus limited to purely distributed
applications.
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real implementations [4]. Since the collective operations play a critical role in the accuracy of the predictions, we decided to reuse the
source code of the main open-source implementations: OpenMPI
and MPICH. SimGrid switches between the possible algorithms
for each collective operation in the exact same conditions than the
mimicked implementations of the standard.
This naturally helps ensuring McSimGrid: our MPI semantic can
only diverge from the real implementation at the point-to-point
level, since the collective operations are exactly the same than in
real implementations. At the moment, we use a simple semantic
for point-to-point communication, where communications always
progress once started, regardless of their size or other parameters.
To rewind the veri�ed application, SimGrid implements an e�cient system-level checkpoint and rollback mechanism, detailed in
[8]. The application and the model-checker run in separate UNIX
processes. On checkpoints and rollbacks, the model-checker directly reads and write into the application process. Both processes
communicate through the local network to synchronize.
For further e�ciency, the snapshots are decomposed into memory pages, that are shared between snapshots if their contents
remain unmodi�ed. This proves very e�cient because most transitions only modify a small fraction of the application’s memory,
resulting in highly similar snapshots.

2.3

Dynamic Partial Ordering Reduction

The Model Checking approach su�ers from the well known state
space explosion problem, meaning that the number of execution
paths to explore can easily become intractable in practice. However,
many of the execution paths are redundant in practice. SimGrid
provides two reduction techniques to detect and avoid those redundant paths: Dynamic Partial Ordering Reduction (DPOR) and State
Equality.
Dynamic Partial Ordering Reduction was �rst proposed by Flanagan et Al. in [5]. The key idea is that some events are independent of
each other, meaning that their relative ordering has no impact on
the �nal outcome. For example, local events occurring on separate
hosts are independent. If two events t 1 and t 2 are independent, then
two histories only di�ering by the order of t 1 and t 2 are semantically equivalent. It is then su�cient to explore only one execution
path in each such equivalence class (called Mazurkiewicz traces).
Several techniques have been proposed in the literature to avoid
re-exploring redundant paths. For example in [1], the authors provide an optimal algorithm that explores exactly one ordering per
Mazurkiewicz trace, but unfortunately proves computationally intensive. The authors propose another algorithm that may explore
more than one ordering per Mazurkiewicz class, but that proves
more e�cient in practice.
McSimGrid implements a classical DPOR algorithm, at the level
of point-to-point (P2P) communications. The collective operations
that are implemented on top of it bene�t of this reduction with no
extra modeling e�ort. We presented in [14] a formal speci�cation of
such communications and determined su�cient conditions under
which two given communications are independent. Working only at
the level of P2P communications is much simpler than the previous
attempt to model the semantic of the whole MPI standard, which
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relied on almost 200 pages of TLA+ speci�cation [24]. Indeed, McSimGrid would constitute a very convenient environment to study
the semantics of collective algorithms, such as the non-blocking
collectives.
DPOR cannot be used to enforce liveness properties in McSimGrid: our implementation of DPOR breaks the cycles, which could
prevent to detect some liveness violations.

2.4

State Equality Detection

State Equality is another reduction technique is based on the simple
idea that there is no need to explore twice the outcome of a given
state. In abstract models, detecting that the veri�ed system has
returned to an already visited state is as simple as computing a
hash of all known variables’ value. In the case of MPI programs, the
problem is much more challenging. Our approach, detailed in [8], is
to partially reconstruct the semantics of the process memory (global
variables, heap, and stack) using an array of tools and libraries that
were initially intended for use by debuggers. It is then possible to
design a heuristic that only considers relevant (i.e., actually used)
bits during state comparison. Our heuristic is e�cient in practice
even if it remains fallible because memory semantics cannot always
be perfectly reconstructed (e.g., the heap area). Unfortunately, it
is currently impossible to activate both DPOR and State Equality
reduction at the same time in McSimGrid.

3

MPI VERIFICATION USE CASES

This section highlights several typical uses cases enabled by McSimGrid, namely, the discovery of safety and liveness bugs, as well as
determining global invariants over communication patterns. These
use cases are for unmodi�ed MPI applications at small- to mid-range
scale.

3.1

Safety Properties

Safety properties are the simplest type of properties that can be
checked with McSimGrid, as they consist of simple assertions. To
�nd a counter-example, a model checker simply searches for a state
in which the assertion does not hold. McSimGrid is an explicitstate Model Checker that explores the state space by systematically
interleaving process executions in depth-�rst order, storing a stack
that represents the schedule history.
In previous work, we showed how McSimGrid can e�ciently
�nd bugs in several MPI programs that were speci�cally written as
experimental test cases [14]. The DPOR technique was shown to
greatly reduce the size of the explored state space during exhaustive
veri�cations. McSimGrid also found a bug in our implementation of
the Chord P2P protocol that proved challenging to isolate through
testing.

3.2

Liveness Properties

These properties are often expressed in Linear Time Logic (LTL). As
such, they combine �rst-order propositions with quanti�ers over
time. For example, LTL allows one to express that a given property
P holds true forever (noted ⇤P), or that it eventually becomes true
at some point in the future (noted ^P). The fact that once you press
on the brake pedal the car will slow down after a �nite number of
events is a classical liveness property.
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Counter-examples to such properties are in�nite execution paths
taken by the application without reaching the expected state. Since
actual computer systems are �nite, such in�nite paths must contain cycles. The Model Checker must thus search for cycles in the
execution occurring after an eventual triggering event ("the brake
pedal is pressed" in our previous example) and before the expected
event ("the car slows down").
The classical approach is to build a Bücchi automaton that represents the opposite of the considered property (such automata
encode and recognize in�nite sequences) and to explore in a doubleDFS the cross-product of the automaton with the application. Once
the exploration reaches an accepting state (i.e., a state satisfying
the triggering condition) and until the ending event, the Model
Checker actively searches for loops: if it explores again a state that
was already explored since the accepting state, then an in�nite loop
that violates the property has been found.
When considering real applications, a key di�culty is to evaluate whether the application has reached a state that was already
explored. To address this di�culty, McSimGrid leverages the features that form the basis for the State Equality reduction technique,
presented earlier. We used McSimGrid to verify several applications from the MPICH3 testsuite (consisting of up to 1,300 lines
in C or Fortran), exhaustively searching for non-progressive loops
(i.e., livelocks) in various scenarios involving 2 to 6 processes. McSimGrid was able to verify these scenarios in less than a day with
State Equality reduction enabled, proving the absence of livelocks
in these applications. McSimGrid was also able to �nd a bug in
an erroneous implementation of mutual exclusion in which the
request of a given host were deliberately never answered. These
results are detailed in a research report [8].
To the best of our knowledge, McSimGrid is the only tool available today that can formally assess liveness properties over unmodi�ed MPI applications, even if several tools exist for other systems
[12]. We would like to use it to enforce more interesting liveness
properties on HPC code. This work is our �rst step toward engaging
the HPC community in a view to identifying such liveness properties as well a relevant production code to which our tool could be
applied.

3.3

Invariants over the Communication
Pattern

In [2], the authors manually inspected 27 HPC applications to verify
that the MPI ranks always send messages in the exact same order.
Their motivation was that highly e�cient checkpointing algorithms
can be used on applications that exhibit this Send Determinism
property. More formally, this property means that there exists a
local order of send events (local to each MPI rank) that holds for
every possible execution path. Specifying such properties require
a branching-time logic, such as Computational Tree Logic (CTL)
instead of LTL.
To enforce this property, McSimGrid �rst explores a random execution path to discover an event order, and then veri�es whether
this order holds for every other paths. The results previously obtained in [2] were perfectly reproduced: our automatic evaluation
reached the same conclusion that the manual inspection found for
each application whose source code was available to us. To the best
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of our knowledge, McSimGrid is the only tool with the ability to automatically verify such properties for MPI applications despite their
importance to e�ciently yet correctly checkpoint the applications.

4

EVALUATION

This section evaluates the e�ciency of the Dynamic Partial Ordering Reduction technique while conducting liveness analysis. We
selected several small programs from the MPICH3 test suite. These
programs are very small (some hundreds of lines each), written in
either C or Fortran. Most of the MPICH3 test suite runs without
any modi�cation in SimGrid (and thus in McSimGrid too), while
some tests leverage MPI-3 functions that are not reimplemented in
SimGrid yet.
In this evaluation, we selected applications that test both pointto-point communications and group communications. We run an exhaustive veri�cation, searching for deadlocks and non-progression
cycles (which is a very simple liveness property). No experiment
is allowed to run longer than 24 hours. We compare the time and
space performance without any reduction, with the state equality
reduction (but not the DPOR), and with both the state equality
reduction and the memory compression. Technical reasons in McSimGrid make it impossible to activate DPOR while conducting
such a liveness analysis, or to activate both DPOR and the state
equality reduction at the same time.
The timings were obtained on an host equipped with a 48-cores
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7540 @ 2.00GHz processor with 512GiB
RAM, running under Debian wheezy 3.2.0-4-amd64. The results are
presented in Table 1.
Even on such small applications, the amount of visited states
growth very quickly if the state space is not reduced. However, our
state equality heuristic detects many of these states as semantically
equal. This makes it possible to explore scenarios that were simply
impossible without reduction.
For example, the time to exhaustively explore dup for 4 processes
drops from 7 hours and 36 minutes without reduction to only 1
minute with reduction. That way, the application can be explored
with 5 processes (in 6 hours and 32 minutes). This is however not
su�cient to explore the scenario with 6 processes in less than 24
hours.
For the sendrecv2 application, the exhaustive exploration failed
to complete in less than 24 hours while the reduction makes it
possible to explore this scenario in a few seconds. Similar observations can be made with the inplacef application (that is written
in Fortran).
Concerning the memory, the several veri�cation consume dozens
or hundreds of GiB to complete. The proposed memory compression
schema reduces this to less than 16 GB, at the cost of a small time
overhead (less than 10%). These experiments show that the state
space reduction is an e�cient answer to the exploration time issue
while the memory compression is an e�cient answer to the memory
consumption problem posed. Both techniques are thus mandated
to conduct the exhaustive veri�cation of liveness properties on less
powerful machines.
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5

STATE OF THE ART

The idea of applying model checking to actual programs originated in the late 90s [6, 15]. It was later applied to many systems
and interfaces such as Java [25], multithreaded programms [16] or
distributed programms [13]. In the context of MPI-based parallel
programs also, several tools have been proposed [7].
Runtime instrumentation tools such as Marmot [11] or MUST
[9] intercept and verify every MPI call. This catches API misusages,
such as type mismatch between a send and the corresponding receive. In addition, a dependency graph of the calls (either centralized
in Marmot or distributed in MUST) can catch some deadlocks. Unfortunately, such testing tools only explore some of the possible
execution paths.
Several static tools based on code analysis were proposed. TASS
[22] and CIVL [23] rely on symbolic execution and state enumeration techniques to propagate the interval of values taken by the
application variables. It requires source code annotations specifying
bounds on input variables to reduce the amount of false positives.
Similarly, PARCOACH [20] detects through static analysis potentially problematic sections of code, and adds assertions which are
then checked at runtime. This does not require any code annotations but will miss failures that occur on unexplored execution
paths. Formal approaches, such as that implemented in this work,
are needed for an exhaustive coverage.
One of the �rst formal tools speci�cally designed for MPI programs was MPI-Spin [21], an extension to the classical Spin ModelChecker. But it requires the user to manually build an abstracted
model of the application. Gauss [17] is an automated model extractor, but it remains limited to small applications because much
information that is required to build an e�cient and accurate model
of the application are only known at runtime.
Many tools use the PMPI instrumentation layer of MPI to observe
and steer the application. Nasty-MPI [10] delays the calls to experience pessimistic schedules that often trigger bugs in the application.
ISP [26] and DAMPI [27] are formal tools that dynamically explore
all the possible execution paths while applying adequate reduction
techniques to not re-explore Mazurkiewicz traces when possible.
These last two e�orts are the closest to our work. The main
di�erence is that instead of mediating the calls on top of a real MPI
implementation through the PMPI layer, we leverage the SimGrid
reimplementation of MPI. Our solution is more demanding since
our MPI implementation must faithfully reproduce the behavior of
production MPI runtimes. McSimGrid leverages the major modeling
e�ort in SimGrid toward realistic performance modeling of MPI
applications [4].
This provides many advantages. Since the application is locally
folded into a single process, the veri�cation remains centralized
and fast where PMPI-based solution have to rely on distributed
and potentially complex algorithms. We have perfect knowledge
of the application state whereas PMPI-based solutions have no information on the runtime internals. Verifying an application using
non-blocking collective operations is very complex at the PMPI
level, because the model checker is not aware of the algorithms used
for these collectives, nor of their internal state during the execution.
By contrast, McSimGrid veri�es the collective implementations and
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Application
(language)

bcasttest (C)
bcastzerotype (C)

commcreate1 (C)

dup (C)

groupcreate (C)

inplacef (Fortran)

op_commutative (C)

sendrecv2 (C)

#P
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Without any Reduction

With StateEq Reduction

With StateEq Reduction
and Memory Compression

# States

Time

Memory

# States

Time

Memory

# States

Time

Memory

3

> 1 million

> 24 h

-

4 823

18 min 31 s

37 GB

4 823

25 min 23 s

1.01 GB

5

12 135 948

1 h 22 min

0.35 GB

4 734

6 min 35 s

5.83 GB

4 734

6 min 50 s

0.84 GB

6

> 263 millions

> 24 h

-

56 054

9 h 03 min

62.4 GB

56 054

10 h 02 min

7.16 GB

4

102 289

44 s

0.35 GB

1 556

1 min 19 s

2.48 GB

1 556

1 min 28 s

0.49 GB

5

12 710 034

1 h 23 min

0.35 GB

8 359

23 min 22 s

10.56 GB

8 359

25 min

1.48 GB

6

> 274 millions

> 24 h

-

99 235

23 h 14 min

108.36 GB

99 235

24 h 55 min

14.18 GB

2

907

2s

0.35 GB

81

2s

0.45 GB

81

2s

0.35 GB

3

138 678

43 s

0.35 GB

405

5s

0.77 GB

405

7s

0.36 GB

4

78 082 843

7 h 36 min

0.35 GB

2 352

1 min 04 s

2.99 GB

2 352

1 min 16 s

0.62 GB

5

> 276 millions

> 24 h

-

39 263

6 h 32 min

47.63 GB

39 263

7 h 06 min

5.83 GB

4

102 289

31 s

0.35 GB

1 205

40 s

1.86 GB

1 205

44 s

0.44 GB

5

12 710 034

1 h 22 min

0.35 GB

6 237

11 min

7.62 GB

6 237

11 min 21 s

1.21 GB

6

> 272 millions

> 24 h

-

80 878

16 h 15 min

89.31 GB

80 878

17 h 35 min

11.47 GB

3

> 182 millions

> 24 h

-

2 941

1 min 07 s

3.87 GB

2 941

1 min 15 s

0.73 GB

3

358

2s

0.35 GB

94

2s

0.46 GB

94

2s

0.35 GB

4

102 289

31 s

0.35 GB

1 545

1 min 16 s

2.47 GB

1 545

1 min 20 s

0.48 GB

5

12 710 034

1 h 23 min

0.35 GB

10 998

48 min 42 s

14.25 GB

10 998

53 min 29 s

1.79 GB

2

> 156 millions

> 24 h

-

1 877

28 s

3.25 GB

1 877

30 s

0.49 GB

Table 1: Exhaustive exploration of MPI applications coming from the MPICH3 integration test suite.

their internal state together with the application using them. In addition, the state equality detection (which is mandatory for verifying
liveness properties) is simply impossible with PMPI mediation.

applications, can be found via exhaustive explorations at small
scale.

6

Even if McSimGrid is already usable in practice, many extensions remain possible. We plan to add new reduction techniques,
leveraging symmetries between the MPI ranks or using true concurrency models such as event structures and their unfoldings [18].
The semantic of point-to-point communications should be enriched
to catch all subtleties of the MPI standard. The state equality mechanism could be con�gurable, leaving to users the possibility to
partially abstract their system state. We plan to verify studentproduced MPI projects with McSimGrid. This would be particularly
helpful along with the MPI pedagogic projects provided in [3] since
testing and or validating (via code inspection) MPI code written
by students is both tedious and error-prone. We also plan to use
McSimGrid on larger applications and gather user feedback. In
particular, throughout the upcoming year we would like to collect

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

SimGrid is a stable simulator of distributed applications, which can
be used to study MPI programs written in C/C++ or Fortran. In this
paper, we presented a full-featured model-checker that extends this
framework, McSimGrid. McSimGrid can be used to verify safety
properties, but also liveness properties, or even other properties
such as communication determinism. To the best of our knowledge, McSimGrid is the only tool able to enforce formal properties,
beyond just safety properties, for unmodi�ed MPI applications. It
implements two well known techniques (DPOR and State Equality)
to mitigate high exploration times. In spite of these techniques, formally verifying HPC applications at full scale remains intractable.
However, we believe that many bugs, especially given the dynamic
and irregular communication patterns exhibited by modern HPC
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examples of safety and liveness properties that are generally useful
in typical modern HPC applications.
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